EUGDPRAcademy vs. online competitors
Use our comprehensive comparison matrix to choose whether or not to implement EU GDPR on your
own by utilizing numerous online sources for your documentation. This matrix also outlines the
EUGDPRAcademy suite of products and services, and how they compare to those of competitive online
suppliers. Take a look and select the best alternative to fit your company’s needs.
Compare the advantages and disadvantages of searching online for each piece of EU GDPR
documentation versus the comprehensive list of documents and professional assistance we offer at
the EUGDPRAcademy.

Online competitors
Most of the documents are only available in
English.

EUGDPRAcademy
Documents at EUGDPRAcademy are accessible in
several languages. We deliver the documentation
around the globe, in more than 100 countries.

Documentation you’ll find online is a clutter of Our templates were developed and designed
exhaustive policies and procedures that were particularly for small - to mid-sized businesses.
This means we don’t include irrelevant matter
typically generated for big corporations.
you don’t want or need. Every single document is
optimized and easy to adapt.

You have to purchase the whole documentation
toolkit at once.
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We provide each document separately. If at any
time you decide to buy the complete toolkit, your
previous payments for each document will be
deducted from the cost. There’s no need to pay
for the ones you already purchased.
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Other online suppliers merely give you a toolkit, We deliver four different services that are
included in the price of the toolkit: (1) a
but offer no support.

professional consultation via phone or Skype,
(2) review of your finalized documentation,
(3) access to video tutorials, and (4) unlimited
email support.

“We’ll just utilize the free documentation Our document templates include 100% of the
templates that we found on the internet.” documents required by EU GDPR, with assistance
Regrettably, these free resources only encompass to help you finish them.
about 20% of the documentation requirements,
with no assistance.

Click here to download a free demo of the EUGDPR Documentation Toolkit that will help you
implement the standard using EUGDPRAcademy expert support.
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